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Listening when reading hurts too much…

Podcasts

https://helloprintfriend.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/
b00729d9

https://helloprintfriend.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00729d9
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00729d9
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Hello, Print Friend
Example: 
Episode #130: Ruben Castillo 
This week on Hello Print Friend Miranda speaks with 
Ruben Castillo. We talk about the power of having 
important mentors as a young artist, how he captures 
the intimate spaces between partners in his prints, the 
intense bonds in queer relationships, making work 
about his own relationship and navigating it with his 
partner, and the fascinating class he teaches called the 
The Queer (Print)ed Archive.
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BBC Reith Lecture 
Series

In the last of his four Reith Lectures, recorded in front of 
an audience at Central St Martins School of Art in London, 
the artist Grayson Perry discusses his life in the art world; 
the journey from the unconscious child playing with 
paint, to the award-winning successful artist of today. He 
talks about being an outsider and how he struggles with 
keeping his integrity as an artist. Perry looks back and 
asks why men and women throughout history, despite all 
the various privations they suffered, have always made 
art. And he discusses the central purpose of creating art - 
to heal psychic wounds and to make meaning.



Let others do the heavy lifting…

Weekly Newsletters

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/
https://www.peopleofprint.com/
https://hyperallergic.com/

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/
https://www.peopleofprint.com/
https://hyperallergic.com/
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Colossal
July 2021: An exhibition opening this weekend at the Art 
Institute of Chicago plunges into the vast archives of 
renowned Japanese ukiyo-e artists Katsushika 
Hokusai (previously) and Utagawa 
Hiroshige (previously). Fantastic Landscapes brings together 
the vivid scenes created by the prolific printmakers through 
the first half of the 19th Century with a particular focus on 
their innovative uses of color. Peach skies, grassy bluffs in 
chartreuse, and their extensive applications of Prussian blue
—Hokusai’s “The Great Wave off Kanagawa” famously 
layers the chemical pigment—mark a broader shift in the 

https://www.artic.edu/
https://www.artic.edu/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hokusai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hokusai
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/?s=Katsushika+Hokusai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiroshige
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiroshige
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2021/06/utagawa-hiroshige-shadow-puppets/
https://www.artic.edu/exhibitions/9454/fantastic-landscapes-hokusai-and-hiroshige
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People of Print
Woolwoch Contemporary Print Fair: On the last Friday of 
every month, you can find the best in original 
contemporary prints at truly accessible prices by the most 
exciting emerging and mid-career artists from around the 
world. Limited in every sense of the word, these artworks 
have been rigorously selected by a panel of industry 
experts, joining select pieces from leading participating 
galleries, and are available to buy for just three days. Each 
drop celebrates one of the intricate printmaking techniques, 
and the artists who specialise in them. Galleries include 
Jealous Gallery, Oliver Projects and Eames Fine Art.
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Hyperallergic
March 2022: Unmasking a History of 
Colonial Violence in a German Museum

At Leipzig’s Grassi Museum, a 
Tanzanian-German artist collaboration is 
reimagining the removal of a plinth as 
sculptural gesture in its own right.



Again, who is being shown now in addition 
to then. (Print-specific go-to list)

Contemporary 
Galleries / Fairs
https://cristearoberts.com/
https://jealousgallery.com/
https://tamarind.unm.edu/
https://www.frieze.com/

https://cristearoberts.com/
https://jealousgallery.com/
https://tamarind.unm.edu/
https://www.frieze.com/
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Cristea Roberts 
Gallery

Aa leading international contemporary art gallery with a 
particular focus on original prints and works on paper.  Since 
its inception, the gallery has commissioned a significant 
number of editions by a wide range of artists, whilst also 
representing others for their unique works. The underlying 
ethos of the gallery has always been artist-led. It was 
originally founded in 1995 as the Alan Cristea Gallery and 
changed its name in September 2019 to Cristea Roberts 
Gallery. Acknowledged as one of the leading galleries in its 
field of speciality, the gallery's programme is dedicated to 
publishing, cataloguing, exhibiting and dealing in original… 

https://cristearoberts.com/alan-cristea-gallery/?_cmspreview=1
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Jealous Gallery
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF THE 
FOREMOST FINE ART STUDIOS WORKING TODAY, 
JEALOUS HAS BECOME WELL KNOWN FOR THEIR 
COLLABORATIVE APPROACH, PRODUCING THE 
HIGHEST QUALITY LIMITED EDITION PRINTS WITH 
LEADING ARTISTS, GALLERIES AND MUSEUMS 
SUCH AS THE SAATCHI GALLERY, THE BRITISH 
MUSEUM, THE IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM AND THE 
VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM.
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Tamarind
Today, Tamarind Institute is widely credited with 
revitalizing fine art lithography. Our state-of-the-art 
facility—home to a professional workshop, gallery, and 
educational institute — is now located along Route 66 
in Albuquerque in affiliation with the College of Fine 
Arts at The University of New Mexico. We house an 
extensive archive of historic material and a vast print 
inventory of more than 8,000 lithographs that our team 
of highly trained printers, curators, and print experts 
share with collectors and the print community. 
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Frieze Art Fairs
Frieze New York brings together the world’s 
leading galleries to showcase ambitious 
solo, group and themed presentations by 
pioneering artists and offers the opportunity 
to not only discover up-and-coming talent 
but also engage with some of art history’s 
most important figures.



Finger on the pulse…

Auction Houses

https://www.christies.com/
https://www.sothebys.com/
https://www.ha.com/

https://www.christies.com/
https://www.sothebys.com/
https://www.ha.com/
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Christie’s
Vitual tour: Art of the Islamic and Indian Worlds including 
Oriental Rugs and Carpets

Immerse yourself in the shimmering silk and metal-thread 
details of the Baron Adolphe Carl von Rothschild ‘Polonaise’ 
carpet, showcasing the artistic mastery of Safavid weaving 
produced during the reign of Shah’ Abbas I. Moreover, be 
captivated by a magnificent folio from the Shah Tahmasp 
Shahnama — the most opulent poetic manuscript produced in 
the Islamic world. Additional highlights include a monumental 
Seljuk stucco panel and two splendid 19th century paintings by 
Indian artist Bishan Singh



Tugboat Printshop, PA

Center for Contemporary Printmaking, MNArt Print Residence, Barcelona



Shameless Plug


